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Abstract- The internet network design model in this study considers the location of access points, the installation of wire, and 
the augmentation of signal over the constructed network in such a way that the total cost is minimized. The model is formulated 
as a mixed integer programming. The formulation is an arc-based capacitated multi-commodity network design problem with 
distant constraints and the location of access points at nodes. To efficiently solve this model, an algorithm is developed and 
experimented using meta-heuristic Harmony Search. The results show that the algorithm can solve large size instances to near 
optimality within a short period of time. A detailed study is also conducted on harmony search parameters to observe the 
impact on the overall algorithmic performance. 
 
Index Terms- Harmony search, Internet mesh network, Multi-commodity network, Optimization. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Network flow and network design models have been 
in literature for many decades. They are common and 
widely used in transportation and telecommunication 
industries. To apply these models in practice, specific 
requirements are included to make the model more 
realistic. In this paper, we consider the design of 
internet networkwith the application in a large indoor 
area and outdoor region. Specific requirements of this 
model are the network structure such as capacity, 
distance, different technologies, and the setup of 
equipment. These requirements are translated and 
incorporated into the classical multi-commodity 
network design problem. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are many researches in the area related to the 
internet network design problem.In the context of 
designing wireless network, examples are [1], [2], and 
[3]. Reference [1] considers the design of network 
with different technology in telecommunications. 
Reference [2] considers the broadband wireless and 
optical access network that is energy efficient and has 
good network utilization. Reference [3] considers 
solving the relay wireless network with Benders 
decomposition. In the context of solution 
methodology, the network design-type of MIP is 
known to have an inherit complexity that requiresa 
customized algorithm for solving large size instances. 
Harmony search is one of the efficient heuristics that 
have been applied to solve large scale problems. 
Examples are [4], [5], and [6].Reference [4] considers 
solving a large scale wifi access network and develop 
harmony search heuristics. Reference[5] considers the 
design of multi objective wireless sensor network with 
harmony search heuristics.Reference [6] applies 
harmony search heuristic to solve the maximum clique 
problem. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
A. Overview 
This paper presents a 3D mesh internet network where 
each node of the network represents the potential 
access point location. The main router (source node) is 
located at one of the node. The source node receives 
signal from the external source and transmits to the 
rest of the network. Associated with each of the 
non-source node (sink node) are the xyz coordinate 
and the internet demand requirements. This type of 
network is a single source/origin - many 
sink/destination network. Figure 1 illustrates a sample 
network where triangles are the main router, the other 
nodes are the user locations where squares are the 
locations having access points located. For 
simplification purpose and the ease of understanding, 
the demand and capacity are standardized into relative 
demand. 

 
Figure 1: Network Topology 

 
There are two potential connection types between 
nodes, either wire or wireless; the resulting network 
can be a pure LAN network, a pure WLAN network, 
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or a hybrid of the two networks. The amount of 
transmission between any two access points is limited 
to the connection capacity. Similarly to the demand, 
the capacity is also standardized into relative 
demand.In Figure 1, the solid lines are the wire 
connection and the dash lines are the wireless 
connection. The dash circles are the coverage area of 
the access point. Users within the coverage area can 
access the network though the access point at the 
center of the coverage area. 
 
B. Network Characteristics 
The presented network has the following structural 
and operational requirements. These 
specificationsmake this network design problem 
distinct from the other networks in the literature and 
require different model formulation and solution 
methodology. 
1) There is only one type of connection between a 
pair of two nodes. 
2) Wireless connection has distance constraint. Two 
access points cannot be connected using wireless if 
they are beyond a pre-specified distance. 
3) All demand must be satisfied, thus all users must 
receive enough signal from the source node. The 
signal may be transmitted using multiple paths. 
4) The total transmission over a link cannot exceed 
the capacity. 
5) The wire connection requires the location of access 
points at both end nodes. Moreover, the wire must be 
installed prior to transmitting the signal. 
6) The wireless connection from node k to node l 
requires the access point at node k. If there are access 
point at both k and l nodes, then the wireless 
transmission can take place in both directions. 
C. Input Data 
Following the above the network characteristic, we 
classify the data to be generated for the random test 
instance as follow: 
1) Cost data: the unit wire transmission cost, the unit 
wireless transfer cost, the cost of locating access 
points, and the wire installation cost. 
2) Capacity data: the wire connection capacity and 
wireless connection capacity. 
3) Distance data: the xyz coordinate of each node, the 
rectilinear and Euclidean distance between nodes,and 
themaximum distance for wireless connection 
(pre-specified distance). Rectilinear distancesare used 
in the wire connection since the wire must be installed 
on the wall or ceiling. On the other hand, Euclidean 
distancedare used in the wireless connection as the 
signal can be transmitted in all directions. 
4) Demand: the unit demand of each user. 
D. Output Data 
Solving the model formulation present in this paper 
will provide a network that minimizes the total cost 
(the construction cost and the transmission cost), while 
at the same time, satisfies the structural and 
operational requirements. The outputs of the model are 
as follow:  

1) The number and the location of the access points. 
2) The connection type between two locations. 
3) The path of transmissions to each access point as 
well as the associated amount of transmissions. 
4) The cost of the construction and transmission 
which comprise the total cost that represents the 
goodness of the network. 
 
IV. MODEL FORMULATION 
 
The mixed integer programming formation of our 
network design is as follow: 
 
A. Parameters 

 
 
B. Decision Variables 

 
C. Formulation Min: 

 
 
subject to: 
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Equation (1) is the objective function. The first and the 
second terms are the wire installation cost and the 
access point location cost, which comprise the 
network construction cost. The third and the forth 
terms are thewire and wireless transmission cost. 
Equation (2) ensures the flow conservation of each o-d 
pair at every node k. If node k is an origin node (the 
main router), then the RHS is the actual demand.If 
node k is a destination, then the RHS is the negative of 
the demand. If node k is the intermediate node, then 
the RHS is 0. Equation (3), (4), and (5) represent the 
usage amount of wire and wireless connection. Since 
y  is the total amount of signal transmitted through 
link (k, l) regardless of the connection type, therefore, 
it can be referred to as the wire transmission amount. 
The wireless portion is then compensated by using the 
termv . Equation (6) is the capacity constraint for 
both the wire and wireless connection on link (k, l). 
Equation (7) and (8) link the decision variablesv and 
w  together. The wireless transmission must be made 
on wireless links - and vice versa - the wireless links 
are there only if there are wireless transmissions. 
Equation (9) and (10) are the access point requirement 
at the transmission end (node k)for the wireless 
connection (k, l). Equation (11) and (12) are the access 
point requirement at node k and l for the wire 
connection (k, l). Equation (13) ensures the single type 
of transmission on every link (k, l). Equation (14) is 
the distance constraint stating that the wireless 
connection on link (k, l) is possible only if the 
connection is no longer than γ distance. 
 
V. METHODOLOGY 
 
The model we presented in this paper is tested with a 
commercial branch and cut software (CPLEX).  In 
addition to that, we design a customized heuristics to 
quickly solve the model to near optimal solution. The 
heuristics utilize the harmony search (HS) framework 
(as depicted in Figure 2).The HS algorithm starts by 
inputting all the necessary data and HS parameters. 
Then, the algorithm generates solutions, number of 
solutions equal the harmony memory size (HMS), and 
storethem in a harmony memory (HM). Next, the 
algorithm enters the improvise search, to generate new 
solutions and evaluate them iteratively. Finally, once 
the stopping criterion is reached, the algorithm stops 
and returnsthe best solution. The generated solution 
(sNew) is represented by |N|x|N|matrix, where |N| is 
the number of nodes in the network. Each (k,l) cell in 

the matrix indicates the connection type using 4 
different notation: None, 0, 1, and 3,for “cannot 
connect”, “no connection”, “wire”, and “wireless”, 
respectively. The solutionsare generatedeither by 
algorithm G1, G2, or G3 which will be evaluate by the 
evaluation method. Algorithm G1, G2, and G3 are 
described in figure 3, 4, and 5, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 2: Proposed Harmony Search Flowchart 

 
Algorithm G1randomly generates solutions as shown 
in Figure 3. These solutions are used to initialize the 
Harmony Memory. G1 focus on generating feasible 
solution so as to allow the HS algorithm to start the 
search with feasible solution.  The improvise search is 
the main part of the algorithm and both G2 and G3 are 
utilized. G2 and G3 employ 3 actions of HS 
framework1) memory consideration, 2) pitch 
adjustment, and 3) random selection. In Figure 4, the 
G2 pseudo codeline 7 to 15 is the pitch adjustment, 
line 17 to 18 is the memory consideration, and line 21 
to 23 is the random selection. In Figure 5 5, the G3 
pseudo code line number 8 to 9 is the pitch adjustment, 
line 11 is the memory consideration, and line number 
14 is the random selection. 
 

 
Figure 3: Algorithm G1 Pseudo Code 

G2 are used in the first half of the iterations, whereas 
G3 is for the second half. Different implementation of 
improvise search to generate solution can impact the 
overall performance of the algorithm. There are many 
studies experiment on a different implementation of 
improvise search in HS framework. For example, 
[6]implement an improvise search of HS to solve a 
binary problem. 
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Figure 4: Algorithm G2 Pseudo Code 

 
The difference between G2 and G3 are the number of 
connection type to be created. G2 creates multiple link 
(k,l), (k+1,l), …, (|N|,l) at the same time while 
G3create only (k, l). 
 

 
Figure 5: Algorithm G3 Pseudo Code 

 
The evaluation process of a solution employDijkstra 
algorithm to iteratively solve the shortest distance and 

augmenting flow from origin to each destination as 
follow: 
 
1) Solve Dijkstra algorithm with the router being the 
source node. 
2) Transmit signal on every available path in 
ascending order of path length and demand.  
3) Repeat step 1 and 2 until all residue demand are 
satisfied. However, if there is not enough capacity left 
for the residue (unmet) demand, then we stop the 
process and mark it as an infeasible solution by adding 
the penalty to the total cost. 
4) Calculate the total cost by summing all the 
construction cost and all the transmission cost. 
Construction cost is calculated by just simply adds the 
access point and wire installation cost. The 
transmission cost is calculated by summing the 
product of 1) the path length,2) the amount of signal 
transmitted, and 3) the unit transmission cost with 
respect to connection type. 
 
VI. COMPUTATION EXPERIMENT AND 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
In order to experiment on both the model and the 
solution methodology, 5 classes of random test 
instances are generated. Each class are different in 
terms of problem size, represented by the number of 
nodes; |N| = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60. All classes 
consisted of 40 instances, therefore, the total number 
of instances is 200. To benchmark the performance of 
the HS algorithm, we compare the results with the 
solutions from CPLEX.  
The comparison will identify the HS algorithm in 
terms of closeness to optimality as well as the speed in 
comparison to the state-of-the-art branch and cut 
commercial software. In addition to that, we also 
develop a local search (LS) heuristics to highlight the 
benefit of HS framework that allows the heuristics to 
avoid getting stuck at a local optimal. HS framework 
includes steps similar to perturbation or mutation to 
permit the exploitation in different regions. The 
stopping criteria of both the LS and HS algorithm are 
50,000 iterations, whereas, CPLEX have a time 
limitation of 5,000 seconds. In solving CPLEX, there 
are 3 possibilities: 
 
1) The optimal solution is founded and the solution 
time does not exceed 5,000 seconds. 
2) CPLEX could not complete the optimization 
within 5,000 seconds, thus, it will return the best 
feasible solution. 
CPLEX stops because of the memory issue (instance 
size is too large). There are 3 parameters in the HS 
framework beside from the stopping criteria:  
1) Harmony memory size (HMS) – the number of 
solutions that HS maintain in the memory. 
2) Harmony memory consideration rate (HMCR) – 
the probability that HS utilize solution in the memory 
to generate the new solution. 1-HMCR is the 
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probability that HS will generate new solution 
randomly 
3) Pitch adjustment rate (PAR) – the probability that 
HS will generate a new solution by modify from 
solutions in the memory. 
 
In this implementation, we experiment on various 
combinations of parameters. HMCR values are 0.7, 
0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, and PAR values are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. 
HMS is kept at 50. All 15 combinations are tested and 
the best solutions are reported. 
 
The implementation of CPLEX is conducted on 
Concert technology with C++, while the 
implementation of the LS and HS algorithm are on 
Python which run onPyPy implementation of 
Python.All test instances were run on Intel Core i5 2.5 
GHz CPU with 8.00 GB RAM. 
 
VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
To analyze the performance of both the LS and HS 
algorithms, we compare the best feasible solution 
reported with the optimal solution from CPLEX. In 
some instance, the CPLEX fail because of the 
memory, thus no benchmarking solution is obtained.  
Moreover, in solving large instances, CPLEX may not 
find the proven optimal solutions and we have to use 
the best upper bound from CPLEX. 
 
Another indicator is the run time. However, since we 
preset the CPLEX maximum runtime to 5,000 
seconds, no CPLEX run take longer than 5,000 
seconds. In Table 1, the average and the standard 
deviation (of 40 instances in each class) of the gap and 
runtime are reported. In Table 1, it can be observed 
that CPLEX can solve small instance very quickly, 
however, the runtime grows very rapidly with 
increasing instance size. This is due to the algorithmic 
behavior that CPLEX utilizes a large amount of 
memory in order to solve the model efficiently. Thus, 
this makes it favorable in solving a small size problem. 
Another observation is the large standard deviation 
indicating that CPLEX performance can be unstable 
on some test instances especially in class |N| = 60 
where CPLEX cannot obtain any feasible solution in 8 
of the 40 instances. 
 
In terms of LS and HS algorithmic performance, both 
algorithms do not have the time and problem size 
issues. All runs were completed within 3 minutes even 
in the largest instance class |N| = 60. For |N| = 20, 30, 
and 40, LS can obtain solution that is within 2% 
average optimality gaps. For larger instances (|N| = 50 
and 60), the LS average gap is larger than 2% but still 
within 3%. For the HS algorithm, the improvise search 
helps improve the solution quality. All Gaps are 
smaller than the LS algorithm and all the average gaps 
are below 2% even when solving large instances while 
utilizing almost the same runtime as LS algorithm. 

Table 1: Result Summary 

 
 

In Table 2, a detailed study illustrating the impact of 
parameters on overall performance is presented. With 
varyingHMCR and PAR values, HMCR = 0.7 and 
PAR = 0.1 gives the best combination. The larger the 
PAR values, the more frequent the HS algorithm 
creating solutions by modifying solutions in HMS 
memory. This type of perturbation is beneficial in 
avoiding local optimal, however, is not required very 
frequently. For HMCR, it can be concluded similarly 
that the larger the HMCR, the larger chance that HS 
algorithm utilize some information from multiple 
solutions in HMS memory (the good solutions) in 
creating new solutions. However, too large HMCR 
may combine too much information multiple 
solutions. 
 
Table 2: Average gap of each parameters of Harmony Search 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we present the MIP model for the 
internet network design. The model requires the 
location of access points at nodes, the installation of 
links for the wire transmission, and the augmentation 
of flow (signal transmitted). The model is very 
difficult and the problem size grows very rapidly with 
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|N|. Commercial branch and cut software encounters 
problem when |N| = 60 and cannot solve many 
instances because of the memory issues. 
To this end, we develop a HS algorithm that can solve 
the large size instances to near optimality. The results 
from HS algorithm are compared to those from 
CPLEX and LS algorithm. From the comparison, HS 
clearly outperforms LS algorithm in terms of gap. In 
comparison with CPLEX, the HS algorithm runtime is 
more regularized and more manageable especially for 
large instances where |N| greater than 40. 
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